
PRODUCT PRICE GUIDE 2020

VOXXSTASIS I ATHLETIC SOCKS 

Voxxlife Athletic Stasis Socks will take your athletic performance to new 
levels. With the best finish and greatest feel of any socks you have ever 
worn, Voxxlife socks provide an incredible fit along with all performance 
benefits of Voxx HPT. Available in knee-high, crew, mini-crew and no
shows, so you can have the right Stasis socks for any activity. 

AVAILABLE COLORS: 0 
WHITE 

0 
GRAY BLACK DARK BLUE RED 

VOXXSTASIS I WELLNESS SOCKS 

Wellness Socks are the most comfortable, seamless, non-binding sock for 
everyday wear. Wellness socks are our most popular style that are great for 
general wear as dress socks and for pain relief. They are diabetic approved, 
with no elastic banding, a seamless toe closure, and a double sole for 
comfort. 

AVAILABLE COLORS: 0 
WHITE CHARCOAL BLACK BROWN 

VOXXSTASIS I FASHION WELLNESS SOCKS 

With the same composition and feel as the traditional wellness socks, 
the Fashion Wellness provide a fashion forward option in the extremely 
comfortable VoxxLife Wellness sock design. The Fashion Wellness sock 
styles change on a seasonal basis. Make sure you get your hands on the 
latest styles before they are gone! 

CREW 

MSRP $40 

CREW 

MSRP $40 
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VOXXSTASIS I LINER SOCKS 

Our liners are thin socks that can be worn with or without other socks. 
They are light, breathable and a great option for people who wear 
uniform socks and also want to experience the benefits of Voxx H PT. 

AVAILABLE COLORS: 

MINI-CREW CREW 

0 
WHITE BLACK 

0 
LINEN BLUE BLACK CAFE 

VOXXLUXE I PREMIUM MENS SOCKS 

Look good and feel good for every occasion with our VoxxLuxe premium 
men's dress socks. Featuring mercerised cotton for exceptional coolness 
and comfort. 

MINI-CREW 

MSRP $35 

Every VoxxLuxe premium dress sock provides all the benefits of embedded 
Voxx HPT. Cool and breathable mercerised cotton provides exceptional finish 
and comfort. Longer leg length than our classic Wellness socks. The extra-wide 
cuff helps to keep the sock in place. 

CREW 

MSRP $40 



VOXXPROFILES I INVISIBLE SOCKS 

Like not wearing a sock at all! 
Low-profile - perfect for flats and sneakers. 

Stylish couture 2-pack of the VoxxProfiles are made from an ultra-comfortable 

soft and skin-loving blend of cotton. Enhanced with Voxx HPT for all the wellness 

and performance benefits you expect from a Voxxlife sock. A hand-linked toe for 

ultimate comfort in any shoe and a "Y" heel with anti-slip silicon stripes to help 

keep the heel in place. The perfect marriage of style and function, nature and 

science! 

Note: Product may fit larger. Please pick smaller size if you are in between sizes. 

VOXXTREAD I NON-SLIP SOCKS 

Introducing VoxxTread - the non-slip, wellness house sock. 

All the benefits of the classic Wellness Crew sock with Voxx HPT -

but with the added benefit of a non-slip sole! 

Perfect for lazy Saturday mornings, moving from bedroom to bathroom, 

or just for those rainy days when putting on a pair of shoes indoors seems 

unnecessary. The non-slip sole provides a superior grip and aids in the reduction 

of falls caused by slipping. 

VOXXTERRA I BOOT SOCKS 

VOXXPROFILES 

BLACK/ NUDE 

2-PACK 

MSRP $50 

VOXXPROFILES 

EARTH TONE/ GREY STRIPE 

2-PACK 

VOXXTREAD 

CREW 

MSRP $45 

MSRP $50 

VOXXTERRA 

MID-SIZE BOOT 

MSRP $50 

Finally, a boot sock with all the wellness and performance advantages of Voxx H PT! 

VoxxTerra socks offer outstanding comfort, features and performance for hiking, 
work and all-day wear in a boot or hiking shoe. 

This mid-size boot sock features full-cushion support and comfort, arch support and 
superior moisture wicking for the hard-working majority who spend the day on their 
feet! 

AVAILABLE COLORS: • • • • 
CHARCOAL FOREST PURPLE TEAL 

VOXXTERRA I FASHION BOOT SOCKS 

Voxxlife has come out with fashion boot socks! These socks have the same 
make up as the VoxxTerra boot socks with stylish designs that allow for you to 
enjoy the comfort of the boot sock while remaining fashionable. These socks 
come in limited quantities, make sure you get yours before they are gone! 

ALL VOXXLIFE SOCKS AND INSOLES COME WITH A 30-DAY GUARANTEE 

VOXXTERRA 

FASHION 

MID-SIZE BOOT 

MSRP $50 

FOR SIZES, STYLES AND AVAILABILITY, PLEASE CHECK ONLINE. 





VOXXHARMONV I PATCHES 

The newest innovation in wearable neurotech: Harmony HPT Patches. 

These 24-hour patches, placed on the inside of your forearm, provide all the benefits of 
Voxx HPT and can be worn easily and inconspicuously no matter what the daily activity. 

Wear one every day, or if you already love the benefits of Voxx socks or insoles, have them 
handy for those days you just need to ditch the footwear and wiggle your toes! 

Single-use only. Effective for 24 hours. 

3 Packs of 10 Harmony HPT Patches (30 day supply) - MSRP $80

All sales final. Because of the nature of the product, it cannot be returned or exchanged. 

VOXXLABSBREEZE I LIP BALM 

A tropical breeze of lip relief! Voxxlabs newest product introduction 

Breeze Coconut Organic Lip Balm. 

Protect and pamper your lips with an organic balm made with 100% pure virgin 
coconut oil, pure argan oil and cocoa butter. Packaged in a handy 6-pack. 

Ingredients: Coconut Oil, Candelilla Wax, Sweet Almond Oil, Cocoa Butter, 

Castor Seed Oil, Olive Oil, Jo)oba Seed Oil, Tocopheryl Acetate, Argan Oil, Flavour. 

All sales final. Because of the nature of the product, 

Breeze Coconut Organic Lip Balm cannot be returned or exchanged. 

VOXXLABS 

BREEZE 

SIX-PACK 

MSRP $30 
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VOXXLABSCHILL IT I ROLL ON PAIN RELIEF 

VOXXLABS 

CHILL IT 

MSRP $30 

Ii W @ D I @Voxxlife 

opportu n ity@voxxlife.com 
voxxlife.com 

Introducing Chill It! A topical muscle relaxant gel from Voxxlabs! 

After vigorous testing and identifying the best ingredients, Voxxlabs was able to create 
the best topical solution for your daily aches and pains. 
Use it. Try it. Chill It! 

Medical Ingredient: Menthol 3.5 % 

Non-medical Ingredients: Aloe Barbadensis leaf extract, /v1ate (!lex Paraguariensis) Extract, di-alpha 

Tocopheryl acetate, Purified Water, di-Camphor, Carbomer, lsopropyl Alcohol, Methylparaben, 

Triethanolamine 

All sales final. Because of the nature of the product, 

Chill It roll-ons cannot be returned or exchanged. 

ALL COLORS, STYLES AND PRICING ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE 

Janet & Marc Bernstein

(323)SOCKS99  (323-762-5799)
email: info@socks4balance.com

Order Online at http://socks4balance.com




